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January

February
The Ontario Model Soldier Society is a provincially chartered, non–profit
organization, dedicated to the following purposes:

March
April

1) Providing a meeting place and a means of exchange of information
among those interested in creating, painting, war gamming, collecting,
and displaying model and toy soldiers and studying the history thereof.
2) Publicizing the hobby in order to make known the existence of the
Society and to attract new members and enthusiasts to it.
3) Improving the skills and knowledge of the members through the
sharing of information of regular competitions, classes, and lectures.

May
See newsletters for dates
September / October
November / December

See more at the OMSS website: www.omss.ca
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From the
Editor
Greetings!

IN THIS ISSUE:
From the Editor - 2
President’s Message – 3

The Editor’s military duties and
academic commitments will
not permit him sufficient time
or computer access to work on
The Journal for some time.

Letters to the Editor – 4

I’m filling in the Journal Editor spot while Brendan is away. In the
next two Journals I hope to have a wide variety uniform info, kits
reviews, articles from members. Hopefully they will generate some
extra model displays for the show next year. For those not
painting or taking a break, see back page, something fun to work
on.

The Maple Leaf – 6

This issue is a little different. With several meetings and the
annual show cancelled there are few pages left blank. Instead of
pictures from this year’s show a look at the past shows. How
many people and models do you remember? I hope this issue will
be enough to get everyone thru the summer. Next Journal will be
in October. Any articles or suggestions please send them along.

Model Ideas - 9
Exeter & South Devon Vol.
General Post Office Rifles
3rd County of London Yeomanry

Enjoy this issue, and as always, happy collecting!

Old Soldiers Never Die - 11
100th Regiment of Foot

Ian Pearson
Acting Editor

Uniforms - 5
Natal Mounted Rifles Band
Royal Flying Corps

Flash back to 1944 / laughs from
Herbie
Thoughts on Memberships – 7
From the Archive - 8

Detour – 10
Canadians at Colditz Castle

Swami - 12
On Parade – 13-20
Photos from past shows
Colouring Kit - 21

The cover cartoon was taken from Regiment Magazine #26
depicting the Tank Corps going into battle lead by the band.
Make for an interesting diorama. The Battle of Cambrai on 29th
November 1917 was the first use of tanks in modern warfare.
Captain RWL Wain of ‘A’ Battalion was posthumously awarded a
VC while commanding the tanks at Marcoing during the battle.
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President’s Message
Keith Ritchie - Ontario Model Soldier Society President
President’s Message – Journal 2020
As your President for 2020, I wanted to keep the momentum going and to continue
building on the legacy of the OMSS. We got off to a great start, with three enthusiastic
and well-received meetings in the first quarter.
And then we were thrown a curve ball – COVID-19. (And to my mind, the scientific
diagram of the virus does look like one of those Nerf-type balls with suction cups all
around.)
With the lock-down and self-isolation orders that came into effect in mid-March, and
which are still largely in effect, we are unable to meet in person for that monthly
interaction to share our interest in the hobby, history and – most importantly – each
other. We have had to cancel the April and May meetings, and the Annual Show in June.
We are monitoring the situation for the September meeting, scheduled for the 13th. But
we must follow Federal, Provincial and Municipal restrictions. We can see that easing of
restrictions right now are being taken very cautiously and gradually. And with major
events like the CNE being cancelled for 2020, our club meetings are of trivial significance.
But not to us.
And that is where the Newsletter and the Journal come in. While we cannot meet inperson, we must look to other venues. We have a Facebook page, and we are emailing
our close contacts. Other venues such as Skype, Zoom, Microsoft Teams are available. But
while these are available, they have their limitations – I know from two months of Workfrom-Home experience – and not all members may be comfortable with these
technologies.
Hence the importance of the Newsletter and the Journal, particularly in these times.
They provide a means for us to communicate with each other what we are doing with
respect to the hobby right now, and will serve to archive what we did in these
unprecedented times. This is also important because, during these times of global
economic shutdowns, travel restrictions, and cancellations of shows and symposiums –
not just ours – there is little that I see occurring in the hobby. Yes, I see a few
announcements from some manufacturers, but there is little attention, in my view.
So, we must rely on our resources to generate the enthusiasm and energy to get us
through these trying times. And we can do it.
I want to thank Brendan Hogan for his stewardship of the Journal for the past several
years, and I want to welcome and thank Ian Pearson for taking over the helm. I also want
to thank the members who have contributed articles, letters, and other material. We
enthusiastically will read and learn from these missives. And I will invite others to read
these and to consider what they might contribute for the next Journal. Some may be
reluctant to present, but writing an article is a way for you to share your knowledge of,
and your love for, the toy soldier hobby. I can state that I learn from all of you, and in
this I am sure that I speak for all members.
Stay safe and keep in touch, until we can meet again – and we will meet again.
Welcome to June edition of the Ontario Model Soldier Society The Journal.
Keith Ritchie
President
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Letters to the Editor

The Model Soldier Collector

Old toy soldier collectors never die,
They fade away and collect more toy soldiers.
And good for them.
The youth in men is never satisfied.
And why should it be?
When the youth of heart dies so does the man.
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Natal Mounted Rifles Band 1892
The Regiment was formed in 1888 by the amalgamation of four smaller units – Victoria, Alexander,
Durban and Umzinkulu Mounted rifles which were all coastal corps. Numbering of units was stopped
in 1932 however the numeral was still worn on the headdress with flash of blue, green, brown and
grey. In 1897 When khaki was introduced the brown facing colour was adopted. A blue uniform mess
kit was worn from 1902 with green facings. The badge, horse rampant (see drum banners) was
changed in 1913 to the Border Mounted Rifles with a motto – Rough but Ready. The former was
adopted as a collar badge with a headdress badge of N.M.R. under a crown. In 1892 Bandmaster W.
Gibb was in charge of the 30 strong Natal Mounted Rifles Band. The uniform was similar to the
regiment with blue uniforms with white facings. Apparently there seemed to be a difference in wearing
shoulder-belts and aiguillettes. The mounted kettle-drummer seen in the center with drum banners
are the same as those that appear in the upper corners of the photograph. The banners were of blue
velvet with the regimental crest – the White Horse of Saxony above the motto ‘Just and Frank’. The
band was dismounted in 1908 and continued until 1925.

The Uniform that Never Was
The Dress Uniform of the Royal Flying Corps
(taken from The Bulletin (Military Historical Society) Vol.8 #29/page82-83)
(Colour drawing from Osprey Men-at Arms (#341) British Air Forces
1914-18 (1)

For those looking for a figure to make try one with a uniform
that never officially existed. In 1912 a Royal Warrant was
issued forming the Royal Flying Corps. The familiar khaki
Service Dress with Bedford cords pantaloons and putties is
the most popular image of the Corps. However, there was,
in 1913, a full-dress uniform designed but may not have
been issued or worn.
The officer’s uniform was a dark blue tunic with scarlet
collar, piping, cuffs and gilt cord epaulettes. There were 8
gilt buttons with RFC below a crown. The 3” waist belt was
dark blue fastened with three gilt olivettes. Dark blue
overalls with a 2” scarlet stripe. All this topped off with a dark
blue cap with a scarlet welt, band and black peak.
The Warrant Officers uniform was a little different. The
shoulder straps were a normal pattern with shoulder titles R.F.C. No scarlet piping around
the collar or above the cuff. The O.R. uniform was a blue serge and seven buttons.
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These photos were taken from The Maple Leaf of November 1944.
Interesting diorama ideas. Herbie was an important part of the paper.
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Thoughts on Membership
Being a member of a modeling society offers many benefits and rewards.
How many times have you heard two modelers discuss the same kit and have two different opinions?
This could be on how the model was manufactured, how it was made and painted or maybe how wrong
the judges were when it did or didn’t win. Every modeler has a different way of looking at what makes a
good kit and how it is judged.
Many kits test the builders modeling skills regardless of the scale. Some people are good at working with
a large number of small parts while others prefer more simpler kits. Manufacturers supply kits in various
scales and levels of difficulty, thus allowing the modeler to pick their own skill level. Some of the simpler
kits aim at allowing younger or newer modelers to successfully build their first kit without getting turned
off. As the skill of modeler increases, they can move to more difficult kits designed for advanced modelers.
Everyone purchases kits based on their needs, likes and tastes.
Modelers differ in their abilities and thus in the skill of constructing and painting a kit and displaying it.
Painting and model assembly can be the real giveaway on a modeler’s skill. Some people are happy with
the toy soldier-look while others must have the smallest detail looking as real as possible. With a wide
selection of paint and products available the realism that can be achieved is quite remarkable. Here again,
newer modelers may start by just following the coloring scheme shown on the box. As skills improve and
one experiments with different paint mediums, the detail of any finished model improves.
Some prefer to build it straight out of the box (“SOB”), others just have to modify something, while
others use it as a basis for a special project. Perfection is in the eye and skill of the modeler and only
secondly of the beholder. When judging or looking at a finished model it is important to remember that
not everyone has the same level of skill. What is common among every modeler is the love of the hobby.
Everyone will find their preference.
Many of us have built models in our younger years but age, family commitments, work, down-sizing in
living area, all take their toll. This is where the toy soldier world plays a role. It offers an excellent variety
of figures from all time periods and fantastic displays can be created using them without the sacrifice of
any of your precious time. Even the history of toy soldiers is quite fascinating and a worthy hobby in itself.
Having a subscription to a favorite hobby magazine can make a big difference. Reading these magazines
keeps you up to date on new models, figures, books and offers a wide list of vendors. They are a perfect
reference source, an excellent way to spend a few hours relaxing and what’s more, they help to inspire
you to get to work creating your own artworks with the techniques you read about.
Toy Solider & Model Figure magazine and Fine Scale Modeler are perfect examples of excellent hobby
magazines. They also open the mind to many other facets of the hobby. If you take the time to write an
article on your little creation, collection, diorama or just the history of a favorite battle or regiment, you
can pass on this inspiration to others. Editors are always looking for new approaches or topics for their
magazines. Give it a try—and you need not fear reject with the OMSS Journal. We will make your
contribution work no matter what.
There are many excellent hobby clubs depending on your choice of pastime. This brings us to the OMSS
and others like us. Every meeting brings surprises of some kind. Vendor tables, show and tell, guest
speakers (yes, you can be one too), or just simply meet up with an old friend and sharing the love of the
hobby. Next time you come to a meeting bring a friend. They may not be aware of what the society has to
offer. They won’t be disappointed. Take the younger crowd to our annual show and other shows around
the local area. Watch the eyes start to sparkle; its artistic inspiration beginning to smolder. Once the bug
bites, there’s no going back. Remember how you got involved?
All these factors are what the society and hobby is all about. Membership is not one person’s job, it’s
everybody’s responsibility. Everyone should try to make a difference. Take a position on the executive,
do one presentation, take part in show and tell, volunteer to help with the annual show or just help newer
modelers with their little creations. Don’t just settle for being in a Society, be a part of it, get involved and
reap the rewards. Ask not what the society can do for you, but what you can do for the society.
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A LETTER FROM

From the Archives

CARL

A year before Carl died, he asked me stop by. He had been going through
some boxes and found some old photos he had forgotten about. Here are
some of them. In it was a letter he wrote. See side bar
Top: State Coach of
the Lord Mayor of
London and the
“Roughriders
(London Yeomanry)
1910

A half century ago six of
us took a bold step. We
founded the OMSS. Little
did we think it would
flourish. We met in many
locations – Casa Loma,
RCMI, Legions halls, an

Center: 1 KDG’s
and 2nd Ancient
Britain’s pontoon
wagons
st

art studio and homes.
Chatting with others I
learned much about our

Bottom: Fort York,
West gate May 1962

hobby. Best of all were the

Lower Right: Scene
he had been working
on

Society has a long and

Thanks Carl for all
you did. An
inspiration to all.

found the Society. Thanks

many friends I made. Our

proud history. Long may it
flourish. All I did was help

to the many who carried
on. All I did was show up.
Thanks to the folks who
carried it through the
years.
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Model Ideas
Taken from ‘Uniforms of the Territorial Army’ issued by John Player & Sons. These were cards that appeared in
tobacco packages. The set of 50 cards could be pasted into a booklet that had a description of each card.

The Exeter and South
Devon Volunteer Corps
1852
During the middle of the
19th century people were
concerned about the nations
defences. A movement
started, similar to the
Napoleonic period, to revive
the Volunteer tradition. The
first of such units was
formed in South Devon,
where four companies were
raised in 1852. After the
formation of this unit, one
other was recognized in
1853 but no other Volunteer
Corps were permitted until
1859. The picture shows an
officer (1852) in front of
Exeter Castle.

General Post Office
Rifles 1882
The 24th Middlesex Rifle
Volunteers were largely
composed of workers from
the Post Office. With
Wolseley’s
Egyptian
Campaign of 1882 mounting
the Regiment sent a
Telegraph Detachment. The
picture shows a member of
the Detachment in the
uniform as they marched
away from London. This
became the Regiments first
battle honour ‘Egypt 1882’.

The 3rd County of London
Yeomanry
(Sharpeshooters) 1939

This unit dates from July
1901 when formed of men
who had served in the
original Sharpeshooters, a
corps of picked marksmen
raised as three Mounted
Infantry Battalions in 1899.
The name was changed in
1922 but restored in 1939 as
a Cavalry Armoured Car
Regiment. The picture
shows a Sergeant in undress
uniform.
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DETOUR

The Story of OFLAG IVC

The story of Oflag IV-C, or Colditz Castle is a collection of stories by those that were there and published
immediately after the war. The editor, Canadian Lt Wood collected their stories along with drawings,
maps and sketches made at the castle during the war. Included in the stories are several Canadians. The
Germans considered the castle escape proof. The book describes the many ongoing activities to prove that
wrong.
The famous prisoner-of-war castle overlooking Colditz, Saxony was for captured enemy officers
during World War II. Oflag is a shortening of Offizierslager, meaning "officers camp". The fortress stood
four hundred miles from the nearest border to freedom. Getting out of the castle with its seven-foot-thick
walls was a challenge. Then one had the River Mudle two hundred below and the cliff on which the castle
was built.
The first prisoners arrived in November 1939. By war end the list of the famous
locked up there was impressive. Names such S/Lrd Bader RAF, David Stirling
(founder of the SAS), Charles Upham (double VC), people connected to Royalty and
the Churchills. Contributions came from the many with drawings by Lt John Watton
of the Border Regiment. There was even an officer, Captain Green, from the Army
Dental Corps. Some of the Canadians highlight are Lt Col. Merritt VC (Dieppe) /
Major GL Rolfe DSO (RCC Signals) / Lt TM Baratt (Black Watch Canada) / Lt WA
Miller (RCE) / Lt WH Scott MC (Essex Scottish Regiment) / Lt John Roy (Fusiliers
Mont-Royal) / Lt AR Marchand (Fusiliers Mont-Royal) / F/Lt Keith Milne (Serving
with RAF) / and the editor of the book Lt Wood MC (RCE). Wood was a mining
engineer from Vancouver BC. He enjoyed the challenge of escaping and studying
new things. On many occasions he would be seen entering a tunnel with tools and a
German grammar book. The list also must include mention of the Other Ranks at
Lieutenant JE Wood MC RCE
Colditz such as Canadian Trooper GR Armstrong of the Calgary Regiment.
Editor of the Detour
In May 1943, German High Command decided that Colditz should house only
Americans and British, so other nationalities were moved out. By the end of July
there were officers from Free French, British, Canadians, Australians, New Zealanders, South Africans,
Irish, and one Indian. On 23 August 1944 one of the first Americans arrived - OSS agent Colonel
Florimund Duke. On 16 April the castle was captured by the 1st US Army.
Pat Reid, a former British officer endured there, wrote a book The Colditz Story which was later made
into a movie. The film was a dramatic film re-enactment of life in the camp during World War II. It was
based entirely on his books and directed by Guy Hamilton. Over the years it has been called an
"Outstanding factual World War Two drama about Allied POW's held in Germany's most secure wartime
prison.
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100th Regiment of Foot
(Prince of Wales (Royal Canadians) Canada
1866-68
(Shorten article from Allan Robinson-Sager article in OMSS Journal 1972)

The 100th Foot was raised in Canada as the 100th Royal Canadians to serve as a regular regiment of the
British army. Recruiting was for an enlistment of 10 years with the title of Prince of Wales Royal
Canadian Regiment with the Prince himself presented the colours. One of the commanding officers was
former Lt Dunn VC of the 11th Hussars (Prince Albert’s Own). Dunn won his VC during the Charge of
the Light Brigade at Balaklava.
In 1860, maple leaves were incorporated onto the regimental badge and when stationed in Canada it
paraded with its headdress decorated with maple leaves on the first "Dominion Day", July 1, 1867. From
1859 to 1863 it was garrisoned at Gibraltar, then Malta in 1863. The regiment returned home in 1866 for
service in the Fenian threat. After the ten year enlistment was done many men returned home or joined
the local militia regiments. In 1881 amalgamated with the 109th Regiment of Foot to form the Prince of
Wales's Leinster Regiment (Royal Canadians).
Tunic – scarlet, all piping and lace white /
facings blue edged white / slashes on cuffs
blue edged white with button loops of white
tape / buttons brass with two slashed panels
with buttons loops on tunic skirt, two
buttons also at waist above the pleats. for
officers all gold lace with a twisted crimson
cord to retain sash on left shoulder / all
straps cross belts including small percussion
cap pouch, forage bag and right front
ammunition pouch on waistbelt all white.
Trousers – dark blue serge with red welt
down each side. all rear pack equipment
including extra ammo pouch black leather
with white straps.
For sergeants – crimson sash across right shoulder fastened on left hip / sidearms – 1853 pattern Enfield
rifle, socket bayonet / shako – blue cloth trimmed with black leather.
Senior officers – with rows of gold lace trim at the top (lt. col. two bands, major one band) black leather
chinstrap. ball turf – white over red in brass holder for all companies (flank companies were abolished
about 1861) / shako plate – stamped brass crown over star with garter belt inside of which is the
regimental motto, in the center pierced out regimental number. Officers scabbards black leather with gilt
mountings / sword hilt – gilt / gold crowns and stars on collar
For sappers – a contemporary lithograph on this regiment shows them with a black leather cross belt
with brass tip and slide and what appears to be a brass metal plate surmounted by a shield-shaped device
or insignia / axe handles – unpainted wood, all pack equipment black leather. for ceremonial occasions
white gloves for officers and sergeant.
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The Swami Answers Your Modeling Questions
Q: Oh Wise and All-Knowing Swami, I find myself losing interest in a
figure once I've started painting it. As a consequence, I often have three
or four kits laying on my workbench, all unfinished, and I'm tempted
to move on to yet another. How can I get focused and be more
productive?
A: Your question is a common ailment experienced by many modelers. The problem
is that our hobby is so exciting and vibrant that any new figure that comes on the
market has such strong allure that it can seduce your attention away from completing
what you're working on. The galaxy of figures that are being designed and offered for
sale on almost a daily basis nowadays, is breathtaking and no one can blame you for
being distracted by the exciting prospect of a new kit. The fact remains however, that
if you don't complete any of these new projects, you're on a one way road to disappointment and
frustration.
Your problem could be symptomatic of Attention Deficit Disorder of course, but it is unlikely. The
proof of will be evident by examining other things in your life: are you surrounded by half completed
projects which you just cannot get motivated to finish? Gardening tasks or household chores left undone,
half completed novels, half completed renovations? Do your spouse and friends snicker at every new
project begun, knowing that you will never complete it? If so, that could be a personality defect on
which I cannot advise you. Strictly with regard to modeling however, this is a common problem which
is not indicative of any disorder.
The secret is to make an iron-clad contract with yourself. Firstly, choose to work only on figures that
you really like; working on mediocre figures just because you happen to own them will not result in
enjoyment, and pleasure must be your main motivation. Second, make a vow to yourself that once
started, you will finish that figure to the best of your ability, no matter what. If you stop work on it, you
have no right to begin work on anything else or even to buy any more figures. You must make this
irrevocable and lifelong pledge to yourself on your very honour. If you can keep this promise and be
true to yourself, you will soon be completing projects and reap the satisfaction that comes with finishing
a figure. The prospect of buying a new and even more exciting figure will be the carrot at the end of the
stick that keeps you moving forward. You may not have that carrot unless you finish. There will be
many distractions along the way to tempt you off the path--TV, the internet, all the entertainments of the
modern world. They must be held in check and kept in proportion so that you can accomplish your
goals.
Another excellent habit to develop is reading subject matter related to the figure you're working on. If
you're working on a Napoleonic figure for example, choose reading material not just for the painting
references, but immerse yourself in the period of history concerned. Figures are meant to be evocative
and emblematic of a certain period in history and reading books and novels about that period will keep
you interested and keep you focused. If the book is finished before the figure is, choose another on the
same subject and go on, no changes outside that period of history permitted until the figure is finished. I
know you can do this.

Send your modeling questions to The Swami, c/o The OMSS Journal.
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ON PARADE – LOOKING BACK
Although this year’s show has been cancelled doesn’t mean we can’t have one. Let’s all sit back and enjoy the
ones from the good old years. Good time to remember old friends, models the judges got wrong, treasures found
on tables or just the pure fun of being there. Enjoy.
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A single figure, a group or even a diorama may be
completed, but a military miniature collection is
never finished because there is always
some changes or addition to be made, and this is
one of the many things that make the hobby
fascinating.
(Making and Collecting Military Miniatures - Bob Bard)
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Not painting. Get the colouring pencils out. Print out the page and have some fun.
Good for kids of all ages. Yes, you too.

Royal Canadian Dragoons
1906
Officer
Full Dress: White helmet with gilt
fittings, plate and chin chain / Scarlet
jacket and blue collar and cuffs. Gilt
buttons, Gold lace and braid. Silver and
gilt collar dogs, Gold shoulder cords /
Dark blue Pantaloons with wide yellow
strip along the outside seams / Black
boots with white metal spurs / Sword
with steel basket hilt carried in a steel
scabbard suspended from slings of gold
lace.
Undress: Blue pillbox cap with gold
buttons and trimmed with gold lace. Black
chinstrap. Plain scarlet frock. Brass
buttons / Dark blue pantaloons with
yellow stripes on the outside seams /
Brown lace-up boots
Brown waist belt and cross belt with
open brass buckle / Sword carried in a
brown leather scabbard from a frog on
the waist belt. Brown leather sword strap.
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Draw winners for the
newsletter.
The firm of Ernst &
Young oversaw (well
perhaps my spouse
Heidi and myself
stepped in for them) our
virtual draw on May
18th. The below 6
winners were announced by a Barclay
Officer to receive one complimentary "pick"
at our OMSS draw table the next time we
are able to meet in person and have a
regular meeting.
The winners are:
Donald Murphy, Toronto
Tino Augurusa, Toronto
George Hymers, Toronto
Scott Paget, Ottawa
Ken Durie,m Oakville
Andy Traverse, Dundas"

Not painting. Get the colouring pencils out. Print out the page and have some fun.
Good for kids of all ages. Yes, you too.

Canadian Militia 1663
Text and Drawings by Donald W. Holst / text shorten for Journal
Taken from the SCABBRAD Vol. 1 #9, 1968

The plate shows two militia men; one wearing shoes, stockings and breeches and the other wearing
leather leggings and moccasins of Indian design. The coats worn are similar in cut to the ordinary
civilian dress of the period and the caps are of the wool knit type. The arms and equipment are taken
from examples described and illustrated in ‘Memories de Arillerie’ by Pierre Saint-Remy. The bandolier
was worn over the left shoulder and a leather sword belt was worn over the right.
The breeches on the left figure would probably have been made from leather, and his stockings were
undoubtedly made of a homespun material. The leggings and moccasins similar to those worn by
Northeastern Woodland Indians. They were made of buckskin and were sometimes ornamented with
quill or bead work.
It may be noted that the Quebec Militia of 1760 still wore a red woolen cap.
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